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Facts

Founded in 2007

Public sector foundation

Supervisory Board appointed
by Minister of the Interior and
Kingdom Relations

Board of Directors 

Project Board

Funding

Current annual portfolio 7 m€

Employees

Current employees: 30

50% detached from Public sector 
and Universities



Geonovum is the executive 
committee of the National Spatial 
Data Infrastructure in the 
Netherlands.



Let the government perform 
better with geo-information. 

That is where we work on 
every day.



Geonovum
explores, enables
and ensures

Our tasks focus on 
developing and managing 
standards, ensuring that 
spatial data is accessible, 
interoperable and can 
easily be found and used. 



Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet
• Lorem ipsum;

• Dolor;

• Eiusmod tempor;

• Ad minim veniam.

The Spatial Enabled
Society





The connecting force of standardization

We enable collaboration within 
sectors by developing and 
maintaining standards. 

We do this in an open developing
environment where both public and 
private sector parties work side-by-
side. 

By developing validation tools and
instructions we furthermore enable
data and service providers to meet 
the requirements of standards.



Standardization
Geonovum manages the geo-standards that are necessary for the geo-information 
infrastructure to work. 

For this we work together and actively participate in various international standardization 
organizations. 

• ISO / TC 211 and 

• Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)

• World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) 

• INSPIRE

• we follow the developments at OMG and OASIS, which deal with standards for IT

This often involves coordinating domain-specific standards and coordination between geo 
standards and the i-government.

Geonovum ensures that new and changed international geo standards, if relevant and 
supported by the Netherlands, are adopted and recognized in the Netherlands.
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Organisation legacy

ISO standards

National standards

Domain standards

NEN3610
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Data exchange

Domain vocabularies

Water
Spatial planning
Agriculture
Cadastral parcels
Air quality
Cultural History
Cables and pipelines
Public safety
….

https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=ms0C
oSgT09Q&t=15s

Film:

Information standards

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ms0CoSgT09Q&t=15s




INSPIRE



INSPIRE principles

Based on existing data

Data is only collected once 
and stored where it can be 
most effectively maintained

Building on existing 
infrastructures

Based on common 
agreements and standards





INSPIRE data network
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INSPIRE as flywheel





National spatial data register



National spatial data register



Usability: INSPIRE QGIS plugin



Validation

By developing validation tools and
instructions we  enable data and
service providers to meet the
requirements of standards.



Workshop ‘The future of INSPIRE’

2018 INSPIRE Conference in Antwerp Geonovum organised a workshop on 
the future of INSPIRE. Around 70 people from a great variety of European 
member states (from coordinating bodies, data providers and implementors) 
and European institutions like the Commission and JRC participated. 

Outcomes of this workshop are avaialble in english



NL INSPIRE vision

The future of INSPIRE: from supply to demand?

From steering the implementation…

to managing the benefits



NL INSPIRE vision

The upper left quadrant contains a 
cheese with holes. The (minimal) 
implementation is insufficient to respond 
to the demand. The consequence is that 
the benefits of INSPIRE are not cashed in, 
but the costs are low. 

In the upper right scenario we find the 
golden pineapple: demand and supply 
connect with each other, benefits are 
redeemed, costs are (relatively) high. 

At the bottom right we see spilt milk: 
there’s optimal implementation but 
demand doesn’t take off, creating over-
supply and high costs. 

on the lower left we have the better one 
pineapple in the hand... scenario: both 
demand and implementation are 
minimal, costs and benefits are low. 



The quadrants are not so 
much a choice, but illustrate, 
from the point of view of 
efficiency, that we must 
strive to make supply and 
demand more compatible. 
This means, among other 
things, that we must look at 
which scenario is most 
desirable for each theme



NL INSPIRE vision, benfit management

An important means to find a good balance between demand and supply is 
benefit management. 

In the case of INSPIRE, we find the benefits in particular at European level. 
This means that good interaction between the European and national levels 
is essential.
An example of this is the use of INSPIRE for reporting on environmental 
directives. The benefits are not only for the European Environment Agency 
(better European environmental policy), but also for the member states (no 
double reporting streams and therefore a reduction in the burden).

However, realising these benefits does not happen by itself and will only 
succeed if all parties involved



NL INSPIRE vision, conclusions

The philosophy of sharing European information so this information can be 
used quickly and relatively easily in policy, is seen as valuable by most 
parties. 

The broad support for this within Europe and Member States is unique, as is 
the European and national organisation of INSPIRE. 

There is a functioning and extensive network in place with enough energy to 
achieve common objectives. 

This organisation becomes stronger by the legal basis, which makes INSPIRE 
a very strong instrument for unlocking European data. 

In recent years, INSPIRE has therefore had , positive effects on the 
development of a Dutch and European SDI. 

The vison document is available in english



NL INSPIRE vision, conclusions 2

At the same time we have to conclude that it has not been enough for the actual purposes of 
INSPIRE. Using data for European environmental policy is still very limited. 

The main reason for this is that supply does not yet totally fit demand. This applies not just to the 
supply of data but also to the way it is supplied. 

Now that demand for European data is growing in more and more areas, the challenge is to 
prioritise a correct and rapid response to that demand. 

This means requirements for;

• the organisation (involving the demand), 

• the data (new sets of information) and 

• the technique (new techniques for unlocking the data). 

The steering has so far focused mainly on the technical implementation of INSPIRE and not on the 
realisation of the benefits.

The Commissions’ steps towards working with priority datasets and exploring the possibilities in 
other policy areas are good developments and seem to indicate a move in a direction in which the 
European demand will become more central

The vison document is available in english



Developments



SDI.Next



Geo spatial versus Rest of the world



Geo spatial versus Rest of the world

I have 
wonderfull
data and
it’s free 

available

I can’t find
data with
my search 

engine

How can I 
use this

stuff? I don’t
understand

the standard





Web 
principles

Spatial 
aspects

Spatial 
aspects

Access

Metadata



Web Principles!

Linkable: use stable and discoverable global identifiers

Parseable: use standardized data metamodels (e.g. CSV, XML, RDF, or JSON).

Understandable: use well-known or at least well-documented vocabularies/schemas

Linked: link to other resources whenever possible

Usable: label your document with a license

WEB ARCHITECTURE

https://www.w3.org/TR/sdw-bp/dfn-comma-separate-values-(csv)
https://www.w3.org/TR/sdw-bp/dfn-extensible-markup-language-(xml)
https://www.w3.org/TR/sdw-bp/dfn-resource-description-framework-(rdf)
https://www.w3.org/TR/sdw-bp/dfn-javascript-object-notation-(json)


{GeoJSON}

Bron: wikipedia

</GML>…?

Spatial Aspects

Nieuwe uitwisselstandaarden
Lichtere formaten



What? Are datamodels still important?

Linked Building Ontology



Universe of 
Discourse

(UoD)

model of model of

UML
model

autom.transformation manual refinement

UML 
NEN3610

metamodel

RDF
GeoBase

metamodel

RDF
model

#2

RDF
model

#1

conforms to conforms to conforms to

• Use standardized vocabularies
• Complex datatypes as concepts
• Codelist values as concepts
• Relating external concepts
• Multiple inheritance
• UML:Class not same as OWL:Class

Geo-vocabulaires: UML > RDF

NEN3610
Dutch GeoBaseModel
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Access
API strategy



WFS

RESTful 
OGC API 
Features

WMS SDI.NextCSW

Maps
Catalogs

CRS conneg

Feature 
extensions

Filters

New generation OGC standaards

WCS

Coverages



Metadata is still needed



The existing SDI…

Each object 
individual
findable and
accessable

Data findable via 
vocabulaires

NoSQL 
databases, graph 
stores

Also sensordata

Unlocked with APIs

Indexable dataset 
descriptions

Light formats

The future



We contribute the knowledge and 
experience we gain in the 
Netherlands to the working 
groups of the international 
standardization organizations;

• the Open Geospatial Consortium 
(OGC) and 

• the World Wide Web 
Consortium (W3C)



Major success factors

• Knowledge

• Network

• Neutrality



Work on all aspects of 
interoperability;

explore, enable and ensure

focus on developing and 
managing standards, 
ensuring that spatial data is 
accessible, interoperable and 
can easily be found and used. 



Contact

Email: i.devisser@geonovum.nl

Twitter

Follow us:
@geonovum

Visiting address

Barchman Wuytierslaan 10

3818 LH Amersfoort

The Netherlands

mailto:i.devisser@geonovum.nl
https://twitter.com/geonovum

